[Role of interstitial radiation in the treatment of glioma].
Therapy of glioma is a function of numerous factors: their histology, localization and size, but also the age and functional state of the patient. Interstitial radiation by temporary implantation of Iridium 192 needles is recommended only under certain precise conditions: for tumors surgically inaccessible because of their deep localization or their site in a highly functional region, and for those with diameters of less than 35 mm. This restricts the number of cases that can be treated (45 in the present series). Numerous adverse reactions developed, either in the short (initial deficit and edematous reactions), medium (epilepsy) or long term (radionecrosis). However, many were regressive and the treatment is satisfactorily tolerated in view of the localization of these tumors in highly functional regions.